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Social media causes longed-for market sell-off 

Flows over Pros - FOMO to YOLO to OHNO? 

                                               UK tax year end approaches

Those investing in US stocks over the last 10 months have had an uneasy feeling seeing their investments going up day after 
day without a pullback.  The higher the market climbs without pausing, the harsher the sell-off is likely to be. 

Such has been the flow of capital from central banks in general but from the US Federal Reserve in particular, that US shares 
have been almost a one-way bet since last the financial crisis 12 years ago.  Many of today’s young investors can barely 
conceive they may lose money from investing in shares, although the shakeout last March was a warning, and in the last few 
days of January, Reddit, a social media member discussion platform similar to Twitter, managed to give the stockmarket a 
reality check - thankfully. 

There had to be trigger at some stage to send the market into reverse and take some air out of the central bank inflated balloon, 
and Reddit, or more specifically the ‘sub’-reddit, WallStBets (https://www.reddit.com/r/wallstreetbets/), decided to take on the 
hedge fund community.  Hedge funds are viewed with suspicion because they make large sums of money not so much by 
going long (buying shares and selling them at a higher price in the future) but by shorting (borrowing shares, selling them in 
the present and buying them back to repay their lender at a cheaper price in the future).  WallStBets, comprising some 2 million 
members, decided last week to try to stop GameStop, a high street video games retailer which 12 months ago unsurprisingly 
was trading at $4 a share, from being driven to bankruptcy by short-sellers (mostly hedge funds).  For the moment at least, 
WallStbets appear to have succeeded, as they drove GameStop’s share price up to $500 in intra-day trading (it has since pulled 
back to just over $300), a rise of some 12,000% to an incredulous $20 billion valuation.  In the process, hedge funds, waiting 
and hoping for the price to fall below that at which they sold their borrowed stock, have themselves been driven to near or 
actual bankruptcy, unable to afford to buy back their position at an ever increasing GameStop price, in order to pay back their 
lender. 

The fallout from Gamestop has been forced selling by hedge funds of highly liquid and hitherto hugely profitable names such 
as Apple and Tesla just to raise cash.  A domino effect has resulted and equity markets saw their worst week last week since 
October. 

Ease of access now to the equity markets via online, low-cost trading platforms such as US founded Robinhood (which is not 
available yet in the UK), has unleashed an army of day-traders who have added liquidity and the risk of an additional level of 
volatility to the markets - as if algorithms weren’t enough.  While there is great expectation that corporate earnings this year 
will take off once people are vaccinated, medium to long term investors will have to get used to seeing exaggerated moves on 
both the up and downside, and be nimble enough to take advantage of both.  The concern is that the fear of missing out 
(FOMO) is working hand in hand with ‘you only live once’ (YOLO), which could lead to “oh no!”.   

Scott Rubner of Goldman Sachs put some astounding figures on the current state of affairs in global equity markets as 
investors speculate on a considerable recovery in the second half of 2021:  
• Retail investors now hold 36% of the $57 trillion US equity market compared to hedge funds holding just 3% 
• Retail investor participation in the markets is at its highest level since 1999 
• Daily average revenue trades (DARTS) which measures retail trading activity hit a record 15 million trades per day in 

January  
• Retail single stock trades represent 25% of the overall market volume now, compared to 10% in 2019 
• Small option volume (meaning 50 contracts or less) now make up 10% of options traded, suggesting retail investors are 

becoming more prevalent in the options market 
• January 28th activity saw 23.6 billion shares traded in the US for $880 billion of notional exposure, the biggest trading 

volume ever by 15% (October 2008) 
• January 28th the VIX spiked 62% in a single day, the third largest one day increase in the VIX ever (back to 1990) 
• Global equity market capitalisation is now $108 trillion, an increase of $5 trillion just in 2021  
• The S&P500 reached an all time high on January 25th 
• The US Federal Reserve balance sheet hit a record last week of $7.4 trillion 
• Goldman Sachs ‘financial conditions index’ is at its most accommodative for equity investment since data tracking started 

in 1989 
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• There is little indication individuals are increasing their savings; rather they are buying stocks with stimulus ‘cheques’ 
• Flows over Pros: retail investors are dictating a move of their capital from growth oriented companies to value oriented 

ones; from large cap to small cap; from developed markets to emerging; from dollar weighted to non-dollar; from passive 
investment funds to actives 

The last point is especially poignant for retail investors.  Low cost tracker funds have a place, but not in the current 
environment where fund manager skill in picking individual companies with strong earnings potential, good cashflow and not 
over-inflated valuation is all important.  The GameStop furore could cause an eventual 10% correction but the correction will 
be short-lived, before we again see ‘dip-alpha’ , meaning who can buy the dip the fastest? 

3710 is the SP500 daily moving average support level. If that fails in the coming days then a more precipitous move lower 
could ensue.  Long term investors will then be tested to examine what they hold and why, and then hold their nerve. 

Bitcoin 

If GameStop trading has brought stockmarket trading more into the realm of casino gambling, Bitcoin investment could be 
seen as nearly the same thing.   

Since Bitcoin plunged to a low of $3867 last March, its tenfold increase to $42,000 intraday on January 8th has prompted 
many to wonder if they are missing out.  JP Morgan have indicated they now believe a level of more than $140,000 is possible, 
despite their boss, Jamie Dimon, suggesting in 2017 that the cryptocurrency was a fraud and the whole idea would end badly.  
Ruffer, the investment firm known for its conservative money management, recently committed five percent of its portfolio to 
Bitcoin. 

Since January 8th, the price of Bitcoin has fallen to close at $32,939 on Friday, a decline of 22.68%.  During the course of the 
month the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) banned derivative trading on Bitcoin and warned investors they could 
potentially lose any investment in it completely.  

Bitcoin Futures, 6 months (Source: BigCharts.com) 

Comex Gold Futures, 6 months (Source: FT.com) 

Since January 8th, the price of gold, not an invented commodity, has fallen from $1941 to $1846, a decline of 4.89%. 
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Renminbi rally 

Thanks to a favourable yield differential and a promise from the US Federal Reserve that US interest rates will remain low for 
some time, plus the fact the Chinese economy this year could grow as much as 6%, China is attracting large foreign exchange 
inflows.  

While China stops short of currency ‘manipulation’ it still sets a daily fix against the dollar, which the central bank can 
strengthen or weaken by up to 2%.  While overseas investors still risk political intervention which could send Chinese stocks 
into freefall (as they did in mid-2015 when they fell 30% in three weeks), the main index, the Shanghai Composite is currently 
more than 40% below its 2015 high.  Strength in renminbi now is likely to beget more strength, leading to greater purchasing 
power, greater infrastructure development and greater prosperity for the Chinese, and as the global economy becomes liberated 
from the pandemic, the purchase of Chinese goods and services from the outside world will resume.  Chinese stock prices, not 
at the inflated levels of their US counterparts, should be propelled higher. 

Comparison of US and Chinese 10 year government bonds yields (Sourse: Bloomberg & FT.com) 

UK up-coming budget 

The current market sell-off comes nearly a year after the last momentary bear market, which itself was magically timed to 
coincide with the end of the UK tax year. 

The UK budget scheduled for March 3rd always carries much speculation, however this year especially so as we wonder what 
measures will be taken to begin to redress the debt taken on to help the country through the pandemic. 

Obvious areas for attack are higher rate tax relief on pensions, and capital gains tax.  Capital gains tax for individuals at half 
the rates of income tax (for assets other than second properties) is lenient, so those who hold non-tax-protected portfolios 
which have prospered from equity market rallies since the financial crisis, would be advised to take at least some profit now, 
before the end of the tax year.  Higher rate taxpayers can possibly transfer ownership to a lower-taxed spouse in order to 
benefit from just 10% tax on gains (after costs) or even nil rate.  Capital gains are added to income when calculating the 
applicable tax rate but capital losses as well as the annual exemption (£12,300 for 2020/21) can be used to mitigate or 
eliminate a gain.  Current year losses must be used before prior year losses, and while crystallising losses may be useful to 
offset against capital gains, there is no point crystallising a loss if gains are within the annual exemption.   

A pension contribution is an efficient means of reducing capital gains tax while at the same time moving capital into a tax 
exempt environment. 

FCA Investment Pathways 

Later this year the FCA is mandating pension providers to offer so-called 'investment pathways' for ‘non-advised’ clients (those 
who have managed to invest their capital directly without financial advice, or simply those who have lost contact with their 
former advisor). 

When approached directly by a consumer, the provider will try to persuade the client to source guidance from a new financial 
advisor but if the client insists on dealing directly, that provider will be obligated to go through an list of ‘know-your-client’ 
questions to understand the client’s health, family and other circumstances, including risk tolerance and access timescales. 

Some clients with an active advisor may also feel disposed toward approaching a provider directly, thinking they can gain 
access to their pension funds quicker than by going through their advisor.  Such thinking will be misguided, as in the first 
instance, the provider will be obliged to deal with the client as non-advised, and therefore take them through the preliminary 
steps above.  An impersonal service from a provider cannot be as satisfactory, and certainly will not be as speedily handled, as 
dealing directly with an advisor who knows their client’s circumstances. 
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Favoured investment plays: 
Nil risk:                          
Cautious risk:                  Cash 
Balanced risk:          Managed / Multi-asset funds 
Market risk:          Multi-asset funds, UK equity 
Adventurous risk:            Asia, Europe, Japan, US equity,  
Speculative risk:              Technology, Healthcare, Platinum, Emerging Markets  

Disclosure:   
Nicholas Chappell has the following personal investment exposure: Technology (all US, including green energy) 30%, China 11%, Asia 8%, 
Global Equity 21%, Pharmaceutical 1%, UK Equity 8%, European equity 5%, US Equity 2%, US smaller companies 1%, Emerging Market 
equity 9%, Platinum 2%, Japan 1%, Cash 1% 

Important information: This communication is for informational purposes only.  It is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the 
purchase or sale of any financial instrument or as an official confirmation of any transaction.  The price of shares and the income from 
them may fall as well as rise.  Past performance is no guarantee of future returns and investors may not get back the full amount invested, 
particularly in the early years.  Exchange rates may also cause the value of underlying overseas investments to go down or up. Investments in 
emerging markets and hedge funds can be more volatile and the risk to capital is greater.  All market prices, data and other information are 
not warranted as to completeness or accuracy and are subject to change without notice.  Some quoted analysis is a resume of data supplied to 
McLaren Wealth Management by some of the world’s leading investment houses and although McLaren Wealth Management has given its 
opinion as to how the data can be interpreted, investment should not be embarked upon without full analysis of the risks involved and a 
careful study of the sales prospectus, where applicable. 
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